ABSTRACT-Data farming is a process to grow data by applying various statistical, predictions, machine learning and data mining approach on the available data. As data collection cost is high so many times data mining projects use existing data collected for various other purposes, such as daily collected data to process and data required for monitoring & control. Sometimes, the dataset available might be large or wide data set and sufficient for extraction of knowledge but sometimes the data set might be narrow and insufficient to extract meaningful knowledge or the data may not even exist. Mining from wide datasets has received wide attention in the available literature. Many models and algorithms for data reduction & feature selection have been developed for wide datasets. Determining or extracting knowledge from a narrow data set (partial availability of data) or in the absence of an existing data set has not been sufficiently addressed in the literature. In this paper we propose an algorithm for data farming, which farm sufficient data from the available little seed data. Classification accuracy of J48 classification for farmed data is achieved better than classification results for the seed data, which proves that the proposed data farming algorithm is effective.
INTRODUCTION
Data farming is started from the project alberts [2] [3] .Data farming (fertilization, cultivation, plantation, harvesting) [20] is the process of growing data, in the methodology of data farming, large amount of data are generated through simulation of several configurations from large parameter space and then analyzed for patterns [1] . In this paper we present an algorithm for data farming, which farms the data with the help of the seed data on a predefined error threshold rate. Proposed algorithm is implemented on MATLAB and farmed datasets are verified for the classification accuracy on the weka. We used J48 classification; it is an open source Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm in the weka data mining tool. C4.5 builds decision trees from a set of training data in the same way as ID3 using the concept of information entropy. This paper is organized in 5 sections; section 1 Introduction, Sections 2 describes the dataset used in the research, Section 3 proposed methodology and section 4 describes the outcomes as result analysis and finally section 5 concludes the entire paper.
In this paper the nomenclature for naming the farmed dataset is a combination of three factors involved in farming process:
Syntax: farmed_thresold_seedtuples_farmedtuples Example: farmed_10_100_5k, means 5000 tuples are farmed from the 100 number of seed tuples on the error threshold value 10.
II. CARDIAC DATASET
In this research, we used medical domain data [8] . It is a cardiac patient data having 20 attribute and 558 instances. Descriptions of the attributes are given in the table I. Dose attribute contains the amount of the dose of dobutamine given to the patient in the past. We had only 558 instances in the original dataset, we took randomly 50 and 100 instances to prepared the sample data sample data_50 & sample data_100 respectively. In this paper we proposed a data farming algorithm to grow data from seed dataset. We have a little input seed dataset and but, we need a lot of data for mining purpose. Proposed algorithm generates data with preserving the range of the input seed data. Proposed data farming methodology completes in these steps. In the step 1 we load input seed data to the model, then in step 2 if input seed data have some missing values. These missing values have to be fill by applying appropriate missing data estimation methods [17] . After that in step 3, we predict some attribute to refine the quality of the seed data i.e. reduce the error between actual and predicted values of some attribute by applying regression [18] . Now in step 4, we use this refined dataset to farm more dataset with the algorithm-I.
In this paper we assume that step 2 & step 3 is already done & input seed is complete and satisfactory to perform data farming, hence in this paper concern only step 4. Pseudo code for the proposed data farming algorithm is given below.
Algorithm-1.
Data_farming (seed_dataset, k, error_thresold ) //seed_dataset, it contain seed data in n attribute ( a1 , a2 , a3 , … an) & m tuples. // k, Number of the tuples to be generated. // error_thresold, permissible error in the actual seed data range & farmed data set values of attributes. // farmed_data, it contain the farmed data set of each iteration
j) = randomly generate the data item with bounded range [lbi , ubi] for column j; } return farmed_data; }
The proposed algorithm is implemented on graphical user interface of MATLAB 7.0. Implemented Model takes seed dataset as .CSV (Comma Separated Values) file format and error_theresold rate as input. And, it stores the farmed dataset also in csv file. Running screen shot of the proposed algorithm is given in Figure 2 .
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In Table II , we enumerate the various experiments of farming data on different combination of threshold values (2, 5, 10) , number of seed instances (50,100) & number of farmed data instances (500, 1k, 2k, 5k, 10k). Seed data used in this paper is related to the cardiac patent. This seed data have 20 attribute as given in Table I . We have performed total 30 numbers of experiments to analyze the proposed algorithm. In this table we give the time required in each experiment & save the farmed data with .csv file name as naming convention described. Analysis of the proposed algorithm and factor affecting the performance of the proposed algorithm may be described in points.
• We can observe from the Table II that time required to farm a dataset is highly dependent on the factor that how much instances to be farmed (number of farmed instances). As more instances to be farmed as much time is required.
• Time required to farm a dataset is lightly dependent on the factor that how much seed data instances are used in farming. As the number of seed data instances increases the time required to farm the data is also increases.
• Time required to farm a dataset is lightly dependent on the permissible error threshold in the farming. As the error threshold increases the time required to farm the data is also increases slightly. To check the quality of the farmed datasets we performed classification and compared the classification accuracy among the original dataset, sample datasets and farmed datasets. Here, we used J48 classification in weka. Table III enumerates the result of the classification experiments. TP rate -true positive rate has increased from original dataset to farmed datasets. We have compared original dataset of cardiac patient from medical domain having 20 attribute & 558 instances, a portion i.e. 50 instance as Sample dataset (sample data_50) & 100 instances as sample dataset (sample data_100). We can see the results; TP rate for the farmed datasets has increased compare to the original dataset & sample datasets. Figure 1 shows the graphical view of the variation in TP rate for the J48 classification, classification is based on attribute "dose". Figure 3 shows the running screen shot of the weka tool while performing classification. Table-IV) . Hence, CCI has increased for the farmed datasets and ICI has decreased. It indicates the farmed data is more appropriate compare to the sample datasets for mining purposes. Kappa statistics is also a measure for the classification accuracy; it has also increased in farmed datasets compare to the original & sample datasets (see figure 5 ). Root Mean squared error (RMSE) has decreased for the farmed datasets in compare to the original & sample datasets (see figure 6 ). 
V. CONCLUSION
Proposed algorithm farmed the sufficient data with improved adequateness of the available seed dataset for mining. By filling up of missing data & updating predicted values of few attribute we get fertile seed. Proposed algorithm farms more datasets from this fertile seed. We can see that the farmed data is sufficient to perform various mining techniques and find out the hidden knowledge while seed data is not sufficient. Classification accuracy of the farmed data proved that it is better compare the sample datasets. Farming time required is highly dependent on the instances to be farm and lightly on the number of seed data & error threshold. correctly classified instances (CCI) & kappa statistics (KS) have increased & incorrectly classified instances (ICI), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Relative absolute error (RAE), Root relative squared error (RRSE) have decreased for the farmed data compare to the original dataset and sample datasets. This variation shows that the farmed data is more effective compare to the sample datasets.
